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The next ten weeks together are
going to be wildly transformative,
you are among the rare few who
actually take the steps in creating
the life of their dreams.

First off congratulations and
welcome to the official self-love
coven!!! 
You have taken a major step in up-
levelling your life and I so deeply
honour you for that.
I am so excited for you to be on this
journey and to experience the magic
that is in store.

Take a moment, pop a bottle of

champs, get a glass of wine, do a

little dance or give yourself a big

hug, whatever it is,  just celebrate

yourself! 

When we invest in ourselves it emits a

frequency that says "I'm ready to up-

level my life"  and This babe is where

the magic begins.

thank you
for choosing

YOU

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S  B A B E ! !
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Through self -love we are going to bring radical abundance into every
area of your life, when I say abundance I don’t just mean money.

Abundance is in friendships, family, health, the air we breathe,

feeling free in your body, material wealth and so much more.

Take a moment here and open up your heart.

+ During this program, we may face some unconformable emotions,
honour that.

+ We must be honest with ourselves where we are self-sabotaging,
humble yourself to it.

+ We will allow the truth of the past to integrate within us so we can
move forward with fresh energy, new stories and sovereignty, 
allow it.

“The most important

relationship in your life is the

relationship you have with

yourself."

-Diane Von Furstenberg
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YOU

GOT THIS
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I GOT
YOU
I strongly invite you to
make yourself the number
one priority for the next ten
weeks, this is a necessary
part of the work.
Tell your partner, friends &
family that some things will
be shifting for you over the
coming months, ask for
support.

Most times as we evolve so do
our relationships, people will
either evolve with us or some
may slowly fade out of your life.
Allow the shedding to happen
naturally. We are always being
supported.
Whatever is in alignment with
us will stay, whatever is not will
go. 
Honour it.
This is the day that
everything changes babe,
and guess what? 
I am here for you every step of
the way. I got you.

 

+ I ALLOW ABUNDANCE TO FLOW

+ I AM WILLING TO DROP OLD STORIES, GET CURIOUS ABOUT MYSELF & LEARN

HOW TO BE RADICALLY AUTHENTIC

+ I ALLOW HELP & SUPPORT WITH anything THAT COMES UP

+ I AM STEPPING INTO THE HIGHEST VERSION OF ME

+ BY FULLY EMBRACING MYSELF I RADIATE A LIGHT THAT SERVES HUMANITY

ORIENTATION

N O W  R E P E A T  A F T E R  M E



+ A journal or notebook dedicated to the program,
feel free to print the workbooks out or answer the
prompts in your designated journal.

I invite you during our time together to…
+ Do daily journaling, note anything that comes up
for you and the things you’d like to move through. 

+ Make gratitude a practise, you can write 1-3 things
in your journal that you are grateful for each day,
really FEEL it in your heart.
If we aren’t grateful for what we have now it’s
extremely difficult to step into our power because we
stay stuck in the energy of lack. 
We can have gratitude for the smallest things, from
the dollar you found the other day or the home you
live in, the food in your fridge, the stranger that
smiled at you etc.
Write it down & take mental notes throughout
the day.

+ In addition to the gratitude, write down one thing
each day you're excited for! Like your morning
coffee, getting to listen to a new podcast, seeing a
friend etc. 
Getting excited each day creates amazing
momentum.

the magic is

WITHIN
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W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  N E E D  
F O R  T H E  N E X T  T E N  W E E K S



+ Dance DAILY !!! Embodiment is huge for moving
through stagnant energy. 
Homework: Create a playlist of at least 15 songs to
dance your heart out to. ( or listen to the one I made for
you babes! ) 
I highly suggest adding “Wham - Wake me up before
you go-go” because it’s impossible not to smile when
that song comes on. Add fun songs, sexy songs,
anything that you deeply connect with that puts you in a
high vibe.
If dancing is something you are uncomfortable with I get
it, but this is all about breaking down barriers babe, it's
okay to look silly and feel weird at first. Make it a goal to
have a dance party in the morning to just one song,
after a while, you won't want it to end.
Dancing releases stuck energy & connects us to our
divine feminine. 

READING LIST
+ Rise Sister Rise - Rebecca Campbell * Required
reading
Jot down whatever arises, We will discuss throughout
the program. This book honours your gifts and divinity
within.
+ The Four Agreements - Don Miguel Ruiz. This book is
fantastic for reclaiming our power. 
+The Big Leap - Gay Hendricks

Audiobooks are a great option for busy gals like
yourself, we always have time to expand our minds!

OPEN UP
YOUR

HEART
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+ We are not on the search for perfection or external
validation.

+ Self-love is the process of doing and undoing anything that
is no longer serving us, to bring forth the love within.

+ We do not hold others accountable for the way we feel. 
+ We accept ourselves wholeheartedly flaws & all because

that is what makes US perfect.
+ Forgiveness is our biggest asset.

+ We speak kind words to ourselves & others, but also take
no shit.

+ We accept that highs & lows are inevitable, but we face it
head-on with grace and a full understanding of self.
+ We notice and honour self-sabotaging thoughts &

behaviours without bypassing, we sit with our emotions,
learn to heal & integrate.

+ We were, are and have never been broken. 
We are whole as is.

+ We step fully into our purpose, however that looks is
beautiful.

+ We understand that our radical authenticity creates ripples
of change in the world.
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AND 

SO IT  IS

S E L F - L O V E  M A N I F E S T O  



ARE YOU
READY?

As women we weren’t
commonly taught self-love,
we were taught to listen, act
according, play small,
behave & work hard.
This way of living has no
sense of independence or
sovereignty. Your journey of
healing is not linear it also
heals generations of trauma
that have come before and
will come after you.

Whether you choose to have
children ( or already do ) is
beside the point, it is the
interaction with every woman or
child you come in to contact
with while being your authentic
self. You know those women
who exude electricity, you
WANT to be near them and you
aren’t sure why?
These are the women who have
learnt self-love and radical
authenticity, they are fully
integrated into their being.
That is my wish for you.
Again thank you for choosing me
to help walk you through the path
of self-love. 
I am so deeply honoured.
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Love Always,

Pia Rose
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HOW DO I
WANT TO
LEAVE
THIS
PROGRAM
FEELING?

W W W . Y O U D E S E R V E Y O U C O V E N . C O M

Y O U  D E S E R V E  Y O U
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